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Abstract 
In this paper a model, for natural language inflected irregular text structure, is developed in order to automatically 
be able to derive stems from given text words. The proposed system is modeled in away so that it has the ability 
to act in two ways forward and backword which is called bi-directional Techniques. It can deduce morphemes 
from inflected words and, at the same time, can build inflected words from stems.  The proposed system is 
developed and built using first-order logic techniques.The Proposed rule-based model will help researchers to do 
more investigation and works on multiligual applications that help facilitate many applications in our real life. 
Those applications can cover topics ranging from  medical diagnosis systems,  machine translation,…, to e-
government entities through teaching expository text structure to facilitate reading comprehension. The proposed 
model be able learn how to extract rules from information by applying logic programming techniques to natural 
language data.  
Keywords:syntax Analysis, Irregular plurals, rule-based, bi-directional, Inflected words, stems, finite atomaton 
 
1. Introduction 
The presence of ambiguities in natural languages is the source of a number of particularly complex and hard to 
resolve problems. These ambiguities, which occur at various different levels of language structures, often are not 
explicitly apparent to humans, for whom the correct interpretation may seem be very obvious. This is due to the 
very large capacity that humans have for integrating a sentence into the context of its utterance. Humans can extract, 
from the context of a sentence in a subconscious manner, the information necessary to resolve the ambiguity. It is 
an entirely different matter when it comes to creating finite automata machines for analyzing sentences. 
The immediate and general context, as well as what might be called general knowledge or common sense, 
effectively represent the knowledge base generally required to perform this task. However, it is difficult to 
implement this common scense in a natural language processing system because we do not know enough about 
how to structure such a knowledge base.  
the amount of knowledge that might be used to resolve any given ambiguity might be huge and 
incontrollable or cannot be completley  identified ( Indurkhya & Damerau, 2010), Furthermore, the range of such 
data is often tied to factors such as uncertainty, prior beliefs, or even preferences (Gal et al. 1991) which are hard 
to understand and analyse. 
Sycology liguistics researchers ( Treiman et al. 2003)  suggest that comprehenders must map the spoken 
or written input onto entries in the mental lexicon and must generate various levels of syntactic, semantic, and 
conceptual structure. In language production, people are faced with the converse problem. They must map from a 
conceptual structure to words and their elements. people usually produce single words and then turn to the 
production of longer utterances. Works on computerized rule-based models need to use the same approach that  
simulate sycology liguistics thinkers.   
Arabic language is the 5th spoken language in the world, with more than 300 million speakers as the 
mother tongue, and more than 120 million as a second language.  
The alpabetic of the Arabic language is made up of 28 letters :  
ي  و  ه  ن  م  ل  ك  ق  ف  غ  ع  ظ  ط  ض  ص  ش  س ز  ر  ذ  د  خ  ح  ج  ث  ت  ب  أ 
The vowels in Arabic are three letters: (أ), (ي) and (و). Sometimes Arabic Natural Language researchers 
consider alHamza (ء), Lam-Alef (@), and Alef Maqsoura (ى) either three letters by its own or can be one block that 
can be deduced from Alf (أ). 
Arabic has also diatric forms (alTashkeel), which works equivalent to vowel letters in English.  Al 
Tashkeel generates letters in new forms: 
Fatha       :  َ◌ , works as A in English,  َب pronounced BA. 
Dhumma  :  ُ◌ works like O in English,  ُب pronounced BO. 
Kasra       :  ِ◌ works like i or e in English, so  ِب pronounced Be. 
Sukon      :  ْ◌ works without Tashkeel,   ْب  pronounced b as in the word rub 
Shuddah  :  ّ◌  it is combination of Sukon and Fatha, Dhumma, or Kasra, works as 
emphasizer to pronounce the letter, so any letter with Shudda is pronounced twice, so  ِّب is 
pronounced like b in rubbing. 
Tanween : ً   ٍ ٌ which is pronouncing a letter with a Noun, so  ٌل is pronounced Lon  
Unlike English and Latin Languages, Arabic writing orientation is from Right to Left. 
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Words in Arabic are classified as one of three classes: Noun, Verb, or Conjunction. Arabic Nouns comes 
in three genders, Masculine, and Feminine. Arabic nouns comes in three form : Single دCDE, Daul   FGHE , and Plural 
XYZ. Nouns comes in three grammatical cases: nominative (X\]^ا), Accusative (`ab^ا), and Genitive (رو]de). 
Although Arabic has its own grammar in forming Dual, and Plural, but some nouns have special cases 
which is Maqsour رJKLE. Maqsour is a name that is ending with vowel letter ى. This special case is treated 
differently than the standard ones. Depending to the noun case, Arabic verbs come in a way compatible with 
subject (NOPDQا). If the subject is single, the verb is single, and if the subject is active participle dual or plural the 
verb follows accordingly. Arabic Sentence could start with Name and such case will be called nominal sentence, 
otherwise it is called verbal sentence (Gibson 1998). The following graph shows part of Arabic text structures. 
 
Fig (1): Arabic words Structure 
words in Arabic language can be classified as shown in figure1 above. For more details, investigation,  
and understanding of arabic text structures will be found in the following references (Elgibali & El-Said M. Badawi 
1995; Versteegh 1997; Ryding 2005; Drissner 2015) 
 
2. Related Work 
Over the past three decades research in Arabic morphology has been a popular field in the Arab World due to the 
importance of morphological components in any language model based on Arabic structures. In the west, Kiraz 
(2005) of Bell Laboratories states that “Arabic attracts attention because of its intriguing morphological systems, 
viz., the root-and-pattern system”. For example, Abboud and McCarus (1986) have edited two volumes on Modern 
Standard Arabic (often abbreviated MSA). MSA is effectively classical Arabic, the language in which the Qoran 
was revealed. 
The vocabulary of Modern Standard Arabic has been expanded, of course, to include words for modern 
concepts, but even so, efforts are made to keep the new vocabulary within the "rules" of word formation of classical 
Arabic. 
In 1996, the Xerox Research in Europe produced a morphological analyzer for MAS ( Beesley, 2016). In 
1997, a Java-applet interface was added to allow testing on the internet using standard Arabic orthography. The 
analyzer-generator systems were based on dictionaries ( Buckbwalter 1990, Beesley 1990) using finite-state 
technology (Beesley & Karttunen 2003).. The system was intended to serve as a pedagogical aid, a comprehension-
assistance tool, and as components in larger natural language processing systems (Beesley, 2005) 
The most interesting and famous aspect of the Arabic grammar is the three-letter root system, best 
described by an example. The three letters k-t-b, for example, carry the basic meaning "write." Various 
combinations of the letters—always, however, in the k-t-b order—with vowels and other consonants produce 
words that are variants on the basic meaning "write." For example ( Bateson, 1967): 
 
 ‘book’  [kitaab] بlmn   ‘desk’, ‘office’ [maktab] `moe 
 ‘books’ [kutub]  `ُmnُ   ‘scribe’, ‘writer’ [kaatib]    `pln     
 ‘he wrote’ [kataba] `mn ‘written’  [maktuub] بqmoe 
Another interesting aspect of Arabic grammar  that also shows up in English, is [al] (or [il] in some dialects), 
which is the definite article, the Arabic word for "the." It is prefixed to the following word, and, depending on 
what consonant that word starts with, the word "the"  ( Bakalla, 1994) may be dropped and the first consonant 
doubled. 
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Many English words which have been adopted from Arabic words are still having the definite article "al" 
attached the them—for example, alkali, alcohol, alchemy, algorithm, algebra, and almanac. 
The mechanism used to generate individual words must be based on word morphology. Morphology 
systems can be used to decompose words into word stems and word affixes. Morphology is the study of the internal 
structure of words.  Derivational morphology. How new words are created from⁄ existing words. It is a learning 
extraction rules than can apply inductive logic techniques to Arabic Language data ( Kuusik & Lind 2012). 
 In addition, such systems can be used to specify mood, genders, numbers, and persons. A study of Arabic 
morphology in ( Al-Sadany & Hashish 1989) has focused on the rules that cause the inflected forms, which should 
be derived from roots. Another study by Mahgoub and Hashish  (2016) was based on the concurrence patterns.  
The study was aimed to construct a matrix representation of the possible inflectional forms of Arabic words. 
Many systems have been designed to address this issue. For example, Hegazi, & El-Sharkawi (1986) 
developed a system that be able to detect roots in Arabic structures. This system is used to detect and correct 
mistakes in spelling and vowelization. Another example is a morphological analysis and generation system that is 
used to examine input words ffrom different text types and attempts to find possible analyses ( Salib & Al-Dannan 
1989, Aitken 2002 ). 
One of the major breakthroughs in the field of morphology was the two-level morphology.  It is a general 
computational model for word-form recognition and generation (Koskenniemi 1983 ).  Lauri Karttunen and others 
produced a LISP implementation of the two-level morphology and it is named KIMMO ( Karttunen et al. 1992). 
Regarding the irregular plural, it was analyzed by Soudi et al. (2001) and the focus was on the "broken" 
plural.  In Arabic texts there are two types of plural, one is called a standard that one can use rule-based model to 
predict but the broken or non standard one is not easily predictable.  
The research outlined the problems in computational treatment of Arabic Morphology. The article 
considered solutions to the problems by providing the broken plural pattern in a lexicon and then a series of 
morphological rules operate on the singular noun to generate the plural noun in the morphological component. A 
second solution was to provide the singular and the plural stems in the lexicon and then add the required affixes 
in morphology. The two approaches have been studied in more detail in (Zwicky 1986). 
 
3. The Rule-Based Model 
One approach of reducing ambiguities is to study regular and irregular words of a language. This study aids in 
determining the context of a sentence. For example, is the sentence concerned with singular, dual,  regular (sound) 
plurals, or with irregular plurals. Studying singular and plural words is also useful in facilitating automatic 
translation. 
We start this study by proposing a hypothesis that w′ is the plural word of w, which can be confirmed by the fact 
that there is a dictionary for w. Mathematically, this can be modeled as follows. 
   Null hypothesis H0: w′ plural of w. 
   H1: w′ is not the plural of w 
The problem with Arabic language compared to English language is that the Arabic words are heavily inflectional 
and they can have prefixes, infixes, and/or suffixes. Irregular plural words are considerd as an exception and can 
be modeled using logic facts as in the form below. 
   Plural (child, children):- !. 
   Plural (mouse, mice):- !. 
   . . . 
   Plural (sheep, sheep):- !. 
Enhancement can be made to spell checker software, grammar and style checkers, understandability, checking 
textual consistency, reverse engineering when the patterns of nouns are known. 
 
3.1.  General Cases 
Add “s” to singular words as follows: 
• Words ending in “y”, change “y” to “i” and add “es”, except after a vowel. Example fly → flies, but play → 
plays. 
• Words ending in ch, sh, o, s, x, or z add “es”. 
• Double consonant after a short vowel(Below are examples of using rules to building variations of words), e.g.  
hop → hopping (note, short vowels are generally single vowel letters before certain consonants 
p, b, t, d, g, m, n) 
• Replace “e” in CVCing where C stands for consonant and V is for vowel. For example, hate → hating, chase 
→ chasing  
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4. Arabic Sound Plurals 
As in any language, Arabic plural words have two forms either sound (regular) or irregular (broken plural). Arabic 
plural words are unlike English plurals. In the Arabic language one must distinguish the gender. The pattern of 
regular plurals may depend on the position of the word itself whether the word is a subject, object, or a prepositional 
phrase.  
We can summarize regular plurals, for masculine, as a function of first-order predicate logic. 
∀w f(w) →  singular + [و] + [ن] ; if W’s position is a subject or predicate 
∀w′ f(w′) → singular + [ي] + [ن] ; otherwise 
The first logic rule states that a sound plural for masculine , if its position is a subject or predicate, can be 
constructed by concatenating the singular noun to “و” and “ن” , or vise versa by extracting the singular from the 
sound plural by removing the last two letters. This facility can be implemented efficiently using the concepts of 
first-order logic unification mechanisms. Otherwise, using the same argument,  the second rule can be 
implemented by concatenating the singular noun to  “ي” and “ن”. 
Regular plurals for feminine can be modeled as a function of first-order predicate logic as follows: 
 ∀y f(y) → singular + [ ا ] + [ت] ; if Y’s position is a subject or predicate 
 ∀y′ f(y′) →  singular + [ ا ] + [ت] ; otherwise 
sound feminine plurals can be constructed by concatenating “ا” and “ت” to the singular. 
The finite-machine automata below shows how the above rules can be used to derive any morpheme when arcs 
are traversed in either direction to generate regular plurals for masculine and feminine. For example, in figure 2, 
the path through the states 0 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 5 can generate regular plurals for masculine. When we are in 
state 1 and we read a, then this would mean the regular plural is a subject or a predicate.  Figure 2 shows how 
regular plurals can  be generated for masculine and feminine. 
 
Figure 2: Plurals for masculine and feminine 
The machine in figure 2 illustrates how a program can construct or unify plural or singular nouns for both 
masculine and feminine. The broken lines in figure 3 above may be used to detect prefixes and suffixes associated 
with irregular plural nouns. 
 
4.1 Irregular Plurals (Broken Plurals) 
Irregular plurals for names (words), in Arabic, have many forms. The main forms or patterns (templates) can be 
characterized as in the table I below. 
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Table I: Irregular templates for nouns 
لlve Example  نزq^اTemplate  ٌرwd^اRoot  لlve Example  نزq^اTemplate  ٌرwd^اRoot 
عPKِj kmَKَj لPmِo kَpmَo  لPqrأ Nqr لPmoأ Nmِo 
بPjر kَuَjَر لPmِo kَpmََo  لPDjأ NDُj لPmoأ Nmُo 
wmِEَ ةwmِEَ Nmَِo kpmَِo  بPGOأ yَGOِ لPmoأ Nmَِo 
نz{|ِ لا{َ|َ ن}mِo  َmَoلP   قPGOأ ُGOُ لPmoأ Nmُُo 
kGEِزأ نPEََز kpmِoأ لPmََo  مJKُُ  Kَ لJmُُo Nmَo 
نz{|ِ لا{َ|َ ن}mِo لPmََo  لPKِ NKَ لPmِo Nmَo 
لُُj لاََj Nmُُo لPmََo  NKُأ NKَ Nmُoأ Nmَo 
نPqp|ِ م}|ُ ن}mِo لPmُo  لPqِ Nqََ لPmِo Nmََo 
kqَِp|أ م}|ُ  ِmoأkَp  لPmَُo  ن}qrُ Nqَrَ ن}mُo Nmََo 
ِPأ َuإ NOِPoأ Nmَoإ  حPEر Eُر لPmِo Nmُo 
ِھارَد َھرِد NِQPmَo Nَpmِo  لJqrُ Nqrِ لJmُo Nmِo 
Pََ kDَ ء}mََo kpmَo  ناذCِ ذCَُ ن}mِo Nmَُo 
نPD|ُر |َر ن}mُo Nmَo  ثPإ FHُأ لPmَِo Fpmُo 
 ُqOَةwَqِOأ دJ  kَpmِoأ لJmَُo  ىرPَ ءاCَ FQPmَo ء}mَo 
نz{|ِ لا{َ|َ ن}mِo لPmََo  لPKِ NKَ لPmِo Nmَo 
ةwَqِOأ دJqOَ kَpmِoأ لJmَُo  EاCEَ ةPECEَ QPmَo ة}mَo 
ةwَqِOأ دJqُOَ Nmُُo لJmَُo  QPmَ ة}mِ QPmَo ة}mِo 
طاCَj سPطCِj NQPmَo ل}mِo  CuOِ ةCَuOِ Nmَِo kَpmِo 
جِرPDَ NَCَD NOِPDَ NَpmَD  رJَُ ةَرJُ Nmَُo kَpmُo 
Table I above is not an exhaustive but it covers majority of templates and demonstrates the possibility of counting 
majority of arabic templates. All templates can be programmed as first-order logic, in which each entry the above 
table is considered a rule by itself.  
There are three main methods for constructing plurals in arabic. 
• Masculine regular plural: this method is straight forward and has the form 
append the sequence of letters “و” and “ن”  to the singular word if the position of the singular is subject 
or predicate. Examples are: 
سرxe  نqyرxe 
z{|e  نqY{|e 
xھl~e  نوxھl~e 
]ambe  نو]ambe 
• Feminine regular plural: This form is constructed by appending “ا” and “ت” to the singular feminine 
word. Examples are: 
|elZ  تl|elZ 
دlYZ   تادlYZ 
ناq  تlاq 
• Irregular Plural: When regular masculine or feminine cannot be constructed then an irregular plural will 
be constructed but the problem with irregular plurals are the multiple forms associated with those 
constructions. Examples are shown table II: 
Table II: Irregular Multiple Forms 
Singular Plural 
x{ د ،ناx{ 
^أ ف@آ ،فq^أ 
نleز eزأ ،نleزأ ،beزأ 
X{ عq{ ،عأ 
a نqa ،نlaأ 
`^lط بط ،{ط 
YZأ zZأ ،مlZإ ،مlZآ ،zZأ ،تlYZأ 
Each singular in the table above has more than one plural forms and they are frequently used in the daily life. This 
variety in the construction makes the Arabic language a peotry language. Some singulars may have more than one 
semantics (Sadan 2012) ).  From type, its plural and its semantic can be deduced. Table III shows a number of 
examples : 
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Table III: Multiple Plural Forms  
Singular Plural 
] (]|~{^) رq ،رl ،]أ 
 (]|~{^) تlأ ،تq 
نl| (يداq^ا \ ءlY^ا ى]de )`| ،l| 
Z تlZ ،(Zq{^) هlZ 
Z (|{^) نqZ ،تlbZ ،نlZ 
`Zl (]e^) بld ،(|{^) `Zاq 
داqZ (ءle]o{^ ) داqZأ ،دqZ ،دlZ 
دqyأ Y|^ا) دوlyأ ،(ناq^ا) دqy(تl^ا e   
  
In Arabic literature, the sound plural is used for small numbers and irregular plurals and plurals of the 
plural are used for exageration and for large quantities. There are rules in general for using plurals and singulars. 
Singulars are used for nouns with specific properties, processes, names, and geographical regions. 
 
5. The Proposed Model 
The proposed model is based on one variation or finite automata mechanisms called modified Mealy machine. The 
machine is similar to finite automata approach except that alphabet input is changed while we are traveling along 
the edges. A Mealy machine is a collection of four items (Q, Σ, δ, Γ) ( Hopcroft et al. 2001, Bechhofer & Goble 
2001). 
• Q is a finite set of states q0, q1, q2, … where q0 is designated as the start state. 
• Σ is an alphabet letters  {... ،ج ،ب ،أ} for formatting input strings. 
• Γ is an alphabet of output characters, which is not necessary a subset of Σ. In our case, Γ is equivalent to Σ. 
• δ represents rules that direct transitions between states, where states are connected by edges. Each edge is 
labeled with a compound symbol of the form i/o where i ∈ Σ and o ∈ Γ. Figure 1 shows a modified Mealy 
machine. For example, if we traverse the edges 0 → 1→ 4→ 11→ 17→ 23→ n this path changes any pattern 
of type (Nmo) into patterns of type (ن}mo). I.e. (|ر to نPD|ر). 
Figure 3:  Modified Mealey Machine 
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The path 0 → 1 → 9 → 16 → 21 → 22 →  26 → n provides a mechanism of transforming patterns of 
type (kpmَo) to patterns of type (NPmَo), as in (kD to P).  
Irregular plurals for adjectives have also many different forms. The main forms or patterns are recognized 
in table VI below. 
Table VI: Irregular Plurals for Adjective templates 
لlve Example  نزq^اTemplate  ٌرwd^اRoot  لlve Example  نزq^اTemplate  ٌرwd^اRoot 
wّُ wِP Nmُّo NOِPo  بPmِ ymَ لPmَِo Nmَo 
  ةPEَُر ٍمار kpmَُo NOِPo  بPGأ yGُ  لPmoأ Nmُo 
 kOَPَ ِP kَpmَo NOِPo  ظPL¢أ £ِLَ¢ لPmoأ Nmَِo 
ء}َ¤ُ NِھP ء}mَُo NOِPo  لP¥أ N¥ََ لPmoأ Nmََo 
دJُ دJَأ Nmُo Nmَoأ  Cُ|ُ رJُ|َ Nmُُo  َoلJmُ  
CِP¦أ Cَu¦أ NOِPoأ Nmَoأ  ءاwOأ وwُOَ لPmoأ Nmَُo 
نPqOُ FqOأ ن}mُo Nmَoأ  ءPGَuُ نPَuَ ء}mَُo لPmََo 
… … …  … … … 
يراOَ ءارOَ QPmَo ء}mَo  Fp§َj N§j  لPmoأ Nmَo 
لّOُ kQِذPOَ Nmُّo kpOِPَo   ءPECَ¦ُ ¢C¦َ ء}mَُo Nmَo 
ماCَ¦ِ kq¢Cِ¦َ لPmَِo kpmَِo  kَ ِ¨ أ َ¨  kَpmِoأ Nmَo 
Table VI  is also not exhaustive. A sample of Prolog codes for the proposed system that automatically 
can derive irreqular plural for adjective templates.  Prolog code is  listed in Appendix A.. 
 
6. Conclusions 
The research in this paper aims to deduce stems from irregular plural words. The rule is based on first-order logic. 
The mechanism used is based on a variation of finite automata called modified Mealy machine. The machine is 
similar to finite automata approach except that alphabet input is changed to its expected forms while we travel 
along the edges. 
The rerearch aimed to generate a scheme framework for dealing with multilingual text irregularities as 
well as  text generation. Although the works established the bases of text structure and analysis,  I suggest to study 
irregularities in more depth to extract a representation of the meaning of the text. From this representation, a new 
text is generated by using a text rule-based model and action rules. This work can be extended  using functional 
grammar of text structures to include, in addition to word analysis and sentence analysis, construction of text 
patterns, reference solving and inference. 
The rule-based model can also be extended to record different types of objects and actions associated 
with the extraction of the objects including processes of sentence generation, action rules, semantic network, 
syntactical information, object introduced by discourse, affirmations on those objects and links between those 
affirmations. 
The proposed system is written in PDP. Prolog is chosen because it is more suitable for natural language 
processing. Thus,It is appropriate for unification and query presentation.  
 
7. Future Works 
Although the research in this paper is aimed to deal with irregularities of natural language, I found the necessity 
to outline future researc areas that need to be opened for further discussions and enhancements.  There are debates 
concerning  issues about the balance between computation and storage arise in all of these domains. Clearly, a 
good deal of information must be stored in the computerizex lexicon, including the forms of irregular verbs. It is 
an approach to simulate human lexicon.  One need to ask are forms that could in principle be derived by rule (e.g., 
©q¢ walked) computed each time they are heard or said, are they stored as ready-made units, or are both procedures 
(Treiman et al.2003). Such issues have been debated in both the comprehension and production literatures, and 
will be important topics for future research. Another broad-based debate is that between interactive and modular 
views. As we have seen, there is no clear resolution to this debate. It has been difficult to determine whether there 
is a syntactic component in language production that operates independently of conceptual and phonological 
factors. Similarly, comprehension researchers have found it difficult to determine whether an initial analysis that 
considers a restricted range of information is followed by a later and broader process, or whether a wide range of 
linguistic and nonlinguistic information is involved from the start. 
The debate between rule-based and statistical views of language processing provides a good example of 
how theoretical tensions and the research they engender has furthered progress in computerized linguistics. 
Statistical approaches, as embodied in connectionist models, have served the field well by emphasizing that certain 
aspects of language involve probabilistic patterns. People appear to pick up and use statistical information of this 
kind in areas of language processing. In such cases, we do well to go beyond the notion of all-or-none rules. For 
example, nouns verbs, and adjectives in Arabic always agree in gender. Our ability to follow such patterns, 
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suggests that Chomsky’s notion of language as an internalized system of rules still has an important place to 
perform in views of language processing (Clark 1996).  
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Appendix A:  A sample of Prolog Code 
Run (List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = [A, “ ” , C, “ ” , D|R],  List1 = [A, "ا" , C, D], 
 Collect (List1, W_rest1), write ("  C¯°± q 
 Nl, write ( "،"  : Jھ NmDQا Nأ W_rest1), !. 
 
%   P : kOP (kQPo) 
run( List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = [A, “ ” , Cة” , "ا", “|R], List1 = [A, "ئ", "ا", C],  
 Collect( List1, W_rest1), write( "  C¯°± q  
 Nl, write( "،" :Jھ NmDQا NأW_rest1), !. 
 
% P : kOP (kQPo)  
run(List, W_rest1, R): 
 List = [A, "ا" , Cة" ,”|R], List1 = [ A, "ئ" , "ا" , C], 
 Collect(List1, W_rest1), write1 = [A, ""ئ  , "ا" , C], 
 Nl, write("،" : Jھ NmDQا Nأ W_rest1), !. 
% ¢w : ءPjwأ (ء}moأ) 
 List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = [“,"أ A, B, Cء" , "ا" , “ |R], List1 = [ A, B, "ي" ,C], 
 Collect(List1, W_rest1), write(“ ,(" C¯°± q 
 Nl, write("," : Jھ NmDQا Nأ W_rest1), !. 
%  ¢w : ءPjwأ (ء}moأ) 
run(List, W_rest1, R):- 
List = ["،"أ A, B, Cء" ،"ا" ,” |R], List1 = [A, B, "ي", C], 
Collect(List1, W_rest1), write(“  ،(" C¯°± q 
Nl, write("،" : Jھ NmDQا Nأ W_rest1), nl, !. 
 
% مPEز : kEزأ (kpoأ) 
run(List, W-rest1, R):- 
 List = [“,"أ A, C ة", “|R], List1 = [A, C, "ا" , C], 
 Collect(List1, W_rest1), write(" ،(" C¯°± q 
 Nl, write("،" : Jھ NmDQا NأW_rest1), nl, !. 
% تPD 
N§j : Fp§j  (Fpmo) 
run(List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = [A, B, Cى" ,” |R], List1 = [A, B, "ي" , C], 
 Collect(List1, W_rest1), write(" C¯°± q 
 Nl, write("،" : Jھ NmDQا Nأ W_rest1), nl, !. 
 
% uإ : Pأ (NOPoأ) 
run(List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = ["، "أ A, "ا",B, “ ”, C|R], List1 = ["،"إ A, B, “ ”, C], 
 Collect(List1, W_rest1), write(  ،(" C¯°± q 
 Nl, write( أ "،" : Jھ NmDQا N W_rest1), nl !. 
 
% kD : P (NPmo) 
run(List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = [A, B,"ئ" ،"ا" , D|R], List1 = [A, B,"ي", D,["ة", 
 Collect(List1, W_rest1), write( " C¯°± q 
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 Nl, write( "،" : Jھ NmDQا NأW_rest1),nl, !. 
 
ھرد : ھارد (NQPmo) 
run(List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = [A, B, "ا", C, D|R], List1 = {A, B, C, D], 
 Collect(List1, W_rest1), write(  ،(" C¯°± q 
 Nl, write("،" : Jھ NmDQا NأW_rest1), nl, !. 
 
%  دPqO ، دJqO : ةwqOأ (kpmoأ) 
% رPq : ةCqأ 
% |ر : kD|رأ 
run(List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = ["،"أ A, B,C"،" |R], List1 = [A, B,"و",C], 
 List2 = [A, B, "ا", C], List3 = [A,B, "ي", C], 
 Collect(List1, W_rest1), collect(List2, W_rest2), 
Collect(List3, W_rest3), write(" ،(" C¯°± q 
Nl, write("Jھ NmDQا Nأ :”,W_rest1), nl,write( " : Jھ NmDQا Nأ"،  W_rest2), 
Nl,write("،" : Jھ NmDQا Nأ W_rest3), !. 
 
% لPmo 
run\ List, W_rest1 R):- 
 List = [A, “ ”, B, "ا", C|R], List1= {A, B, C], 
 List2 = [A, “ ”, B, C, [ "ى", List3 = [A, B, C, ["ة", 
 List 4 = [A, B, "ي", C],  collect(List1, W_rest1), 
 Collect(List2, W_rest2), collect(List3, W_rest3), 
 Collect(List4, W_rest4), write("  ،(" C¯°± q 
 Nl,write("Jھ NmDQا Nأ: “,W_rest1), nl,write("،" : Jھ NmDQا Nأ W_rest2), 
 Nl,write("،" : Jھ NmDQا NأW_rest3), 
 Nl,write("NmDQا Nأ ،" : Jھ W_rest4,("(تPDKpQ)", !. 
Pmo)% FHأ : ثPإ (ل  
run(List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = [A, B,"ا", C |R], List1 = [A,B,C], 
 List2 = [A, “ ”, B, C, ["ى" , List3 = {A, B, C, [  "ة", 
 Collect(List1, W_rest1), collect(List2, W_rest2), 
 Collect(List3, W_rest3), write("  ،(" C¯°± q 
 Nl,write(“\t,(" : Jھ NmDQا Nأ 
 Nl,write(W_rest1 ,   "وأ" ,W_rest2, "وأ" , W_rest3), !. 
 
% Nqr : ن}qr (ن}mo) 
% |ر : نPD|ر 
% عP¨ : نPm¨ 
% FqOأ : نPqO 
run(List, W_rest1, R):- 
 List = [A, “ ”, B, Cن" ،"ا" |R], List1 = [A, “ ”, B, “ ”, C], 
 List3 = [A, “ ”, B, "ا" , C], List2 = [A, B, "ي", C], 
 List4 = ["، "أ A, B, ["ى", collect(List1, W_rest1), 
 Collect(List2, W_rest2), collect(List3, W_rest3), 
Collect(List4, W_rest4), write("  ،(" C¯°± q 
Nl,write(“\t,(" : Jھ NmDQا Nأ 
Write(W_rest1,  "وأ" ,W_rest2 وأ" , \n”, W_rest3,  "وأ", W_rest4 ،( " (تPDKpQ)، 
 
 
